Oregon Institute of Technology

Humanities and Social Science Elective Courses

OIT recognizes the following courses as meeting the humanities and social science elective requirements for Oregon Institute of Technology Bachelors degree.

Please note that this list does not include the entire elective courses which may be used. This document acts as a guideline to help you in finding appropriate courses to satisfy requirements.

Courses numbered \textbf{100} and \textbf{200} may be used to meet OIT's junior/senior level humanities and social sciences, with the exception of Foreign Language. Those courses must be 200 level or above. You may select 300/400 level courses; this usually requires a prerequisite or assumes that you are majoring in that area and have previous background knowledge.

**Please note that only one art or music course that is 'activity based' or 'performance based' (photography) can be used for humanities.**

The following subjects have examples listed; additional classes may be acceptable. Please check with your advisor to find out if the course is equivalent.

\begin{center}
\textbf{HUMANITIES **}
\end{center}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{ART}
    \begin{itemize}
      \item ARH History of Western Art
      \item ART Basic Design
      \item ART Basic Drawing
      \item ART Photography
      \item ART Sculpture
      \item ART Ceramics
      \item ART Sculpture
    \end{itemize}

  \item \textbf{FOREIGN LANGUAGE (Second year only)}
    \begin{itemize}
      \item ALS American Sign Language
      \item AR Arabic
      \item CHN Chinese
      \item FR French
      \item GER German
      \item SPAN Spanish
    \end{itemize}

  \item \textbf{HUMANITIES}
    \begin{itemize}
      \item HUM Engineering Monsters
      \item HUM Native Am. Teachings
      \item HUM Intercultural Comm.
      \item HUM Pathways to Sustainability
    \end{itemize}

  \item \textbf{LITERATURE}
    \begin{itemize}
      \item ENG Intro to Literature
      \item ENG Intro to Fiction
      \item ENG Intro to Drama
      \item ENG World Literature
      \item ENG Shakespeare
      \item ENG Survey
    \end{itemize}
\end{itemize}
MUSIC
MUS  Basic Materials of Music
MUS  Intro to Music
MUS  History of Rock Music
MUS  Ban, Orchestra, Chorus

PHILOSOPHY
PHL  Introduction to Philosophy
PHL  Introduction to Ethics
PHL  Business Ethics
PHL  History of Religion
PHL  Philosophy of Religion

SOCIAL SCIENCES

ANTHROPOLOGY
ANTH  Intro. Soc/Cult Anth
ANTH  Introduction Archaeology

BLACK STUDIES
BST  Intro to Afro-Amer History
BST  Introduction to African History

ECONOMICS
EC   Prin. of Economics (Micro)
EC   Prin. of Economics (Macro)

GEOGRAPHY
GEOG  The Developing World
GEOG  Physical Geography
GEOG  Mountains
GEOG  Human Geography

HISTORY
HST  History of Western Civilization
HST  History of the United States
HST  Oregon History
HST  History of Eastern Europe

RELIGION
REL  The Bible as Literature
REL  World Religions

THEATER ARTS
TA   Theater Appreciation
TA   Understanding Movies
TA   Classical Movies

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
INTL  Intro/Intern'l Studies

POLITICAL SCIENCE
PS   American Government
PS   Introduction to Politics
PS   International Politics

PSYCHOLOGY
PSY  Psych As a Natural Science
PSY  Psych. As a Social Science
PSY  Intro to Applied Psychology
PSY  Human Development

SOCIOLOGY
SOC  Introduction Sociology
SOC  Minority Groups
SOC  Marriage and Family

Social Science
SSC  Pathway to Sustainability
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